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Through his luminous photography of horses, Tony Stromberg works to bridge what he calls
modern lifes disturbing separation between people and nature. This gorgeous Spirit Horses wall
calendar is filled with extraordinary portraits of horses, both wild and domestic, paired with
quotations from teachers and writers exploring equine wisdom and its intersection with
spirituality. Creator of the books Spirit Horses (2005) and The Forgotten Horses (2008), both
published by New World Library, Stromberg believes that horses can be profound teachers,
bringing deep awareness to a world dangerously out of balance. Amber Lotus is proud to partner
with New World Library to produce this intimate look at humankinds most enduring companion.

About the AuthorOur location in the Wisconsin northwoods helps keep Willow Creek Press off
the publishing world's radar. Around here, we're more accustomed to landing walleyes and
muskies than big books and authors - events hardly worthy of note in Publisher's Weekly. But, a
few years ago we did get noticed with the release of Just Labs, a unique and colorful tribute to
Labrador retrievers. The book quickly became a bestseller (now with 400,000 copies in print)
and frankly startled us with its success. We were not surprised for long, however, and now an
entire line of popular Willow Creek Press titles evokes the myriad joys of dog and cat ownership.
Today we are known for high-quality, light-hearted books and the best Just breed calendars in
the country.
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way2medeb, “Wild horses calendar. Really nice calendar. I didn't need another calendar, but I
saw this one and bought it. I would say it's my favorite. It shows phases of the moon, all holidays,
including international ones, and has nice quotes on every page.. I recommend this calendar.”

H. M., “Spirit Horses 2014 Wall Calendar. I love this calendar. I buy it every year. Gorgeous
pictures. One year I even removed a couple of the prints and framed them to use in a wall
collage.  Nice quality.”

Vic Mclendon, “Great!. I gave this as a gift to a friend that loves horses. She thanked me for the
gift every time I spoke to her for a month.”

Immortelle, “Magnifiques photos!. J'adore cette collection de calendrier! Les clichés sont si
beaux!  Inspirant.”

Ahamagic, “Beautiful Calendar. Very happy with this calendar. It is of good quality. The photos
are very well done. Delivered in good condition and promptly.”

Joanne, “Beautiful. It is a visually beautiful calendar. It was a gift for my sister. She is a horse
lover and is thrilled with the gift.”

ckmt1973, “Five Stars. Beautiful photography.”

The book by James W. Douglass has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 10 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 352 pages
Item Weight: 1.6 ounces
Dimensions: 11.75 x 0.25 x 11.75 inches
Paperback: 560 pages
Calendar: 28 pages
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